In the Strut-Tie-Model(STM), the width of a node is important in both analysis and design. Its effects on the force distribution at truss analogy system. In addition, it effects the verification of all struts and nodes, which need to be checked to satisfy the code of design. Code here refers to the ACI-318 code. Four methods were used to define the width of node: 1) effective depth is assumed to equal to 0.9 of the overall depth of beam, 2) moment equilibrium 3) assumption of the width of node at the bottom equal to 380mm, and 4) the new proposed method by this study. 106 selected samples of a parametric study obtained from the four methods were analyzed. Because total steel requirement from these four methods are similar, the easiest would be a good choice for a time saving calculation. 
Introduction
In strut-and-tie model(STM), width of nodes are very important for design. It effects on lever arm which determines angle() between strut and tie that gives amount of force which is taken from truss analogy and it strongly effects on strut and node verification. The smaller of width of node the better for force distribution [3] , but it might be not good for stress bearing capacity check in term of verification to satisfy the code, ACI 318-11 [1] . There are several different However, in this paper we selected four kind of methods, including one new proposed, which comes up from our experiences of deep design, of determining width of node specifically for deep beam which is designed by STM. By having these four methods compared, we will find the most appropriate method which suite to the condition of the design. The first and simplest one is to assume effective of depth of a beam equal to 0.9 of overall depth beam [4] . The second one is using moment equilibrium and solve for second degree equation which is functioned to each of width of node [3] . The third one is an assumption of width of node at bottom and solve for the first trial to get the angle between strut and tie [2] . The last one which is newly proposed is an assumption of the relation between clear span and overall depth of beam in ratio of clear span-to-overall depth is equal to 3. The 
Research Significant and Objective
The presented research contributes to amount of different of method of width of node through the comparison between two type of STM(s). More than this, it gives structural engineering more idea of choosing which design method is should be used and in which situation. By choosing the most appropriate one, we can save time and have it being used affectively.
Four methods of node width assumption
First we need to find the relationship between width of strut and width of node. By using free body diagram in Fig.1∼Fig .3, width of nodes are found functioning to each other. we get;
substitute (eq.1) in (eq.6) we get second degree equation with function to   . Solve for   .
Method 3    
In this case first width of node at bottom is assumed to equal to 380mm [4] to get lever arm  then check for verification. By using jd angle  between tie  and strut  (see Fig. 1 ) is defined.   and   are defined by truss method. Check capacity at point  then define the new of width of strut and width of node by (eq.8) as bellow.
where  ′  is compressive strength of concrete
Method 4  
Based on the above methods, this proposed method [4, 5] is assumed that the condition of clear span-to-depth ratio is less than or equal to 3 then     but if it is more than 3    .
     as all above. Table   1 ]. Fig.6∼11 show slightly different amount of total steel needed for various types of parameters and types of STM. More over, it should be noticed that this study is conducted by computer programming of Excel VBA for aided design so the results should be acceptable.
Strut-and-tie model
However, since the results are taken from the final design, used for real construction, we must accept that some variations make small difference. For instant, slight difference in shear reinforcements may have the same amount of steel after reinforcement arrangement.
[ Table 1 ] Geometrical properties, material properties requires less total steel than the other,, but since the differences are less 5% all the four methods require almost the same amount of total steel.
Conclusion
Since total steel requirement from these four methods are not far different, the easiest one would be a good choice for time saving calculation and the proposed of   suitable to be accepted. However for more accurate   should be taken into account. With assistant from program coding, we recommend   ,
and it is what we used for many study on deep beam which is designed by STM. Lastly, since deep beams are get many effects from the clear span-to-depth ratio, the width of strut and node which are taken from this ratio is reasonable to be used. We believe that this study will be useful for further research related to deep beam design by STM.
